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Abstract

Given the central role of carbamoylphosphate synthetases in pyrimidine and arginine metabolism in all living organisms, the
absence of fundamental information regarding plant CPSase genes is a striking omission [Lawson et al., Mol. Biol. Evol. 13
(1996) 970–977; van den Hoff et al., J. Mol. Evol. 41 (1995) 813–832]. Whereas CPSase gene architecture and aa sequence have
proven to be useful characters in establishing ancient and modern genetic affinities, phylogenetic analysis cannot be completed
without the inclusion of plant CPSases. We describe the first isolation by molecular cloning of a plant CPSase gene (CPAII )
derived from alfalfa (Medicago sativa). DNA sequence analysis reveals a proteobacterial architecture, namely closely linked carA
and carB coding domains separated by a short intergenic region, and transcribed as a polycistronic mRNA. CPAII encodes the
amino acid residues that typify a CPSase type II enzyme. In addition, an ancient internal duplication has been retained in the
plant carB sequence. Partial nucleotide sequencing of additional clones reveals that the alfalfa genome contains multiple CPSase
II gene copies which may be tissue-specific in their expression. It appears that with respect to CPSase genes, CPAII resembles the
carAB gene of bacteria, and may have preserved much of this ancient gene structure in the alfalfa genome. © 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction within the bacterial and eukaryotic lineages have
increased CPSase gene copies in eubacteria and fungal

Carbamoylphosphate synthetase (CPSase) catalyzes eukaryotes, which have two CPSase II enzymes that are
the formation of carbamoylphosphate (CP), a key inter- regulated separately for pyrimidine and arginine biosyn-
mediate in the pathways leading to the biosynthesis of thesis (Paulus and Switzer, 1979; Lusty et al., 1983;
both pyrimidine nucleotides and arginine. Escherichia Nyunoya and Lusty, 1984; Souciet et al., 1989).
coli and other proteobacteria have a single CPSase CPSase II catalyzes the first step committed to pyrimi-
enzyme [CPSase II, L-glutamine-dependent; carbon dine biosynthesis. Enzymatic activity can be part of a
dioxide:L-glutamine amido ligase (ADP-forming, carba- multifunctional protein that also contains aspartate car-
mate-phosphorylating); EC 6.3.5.5] that provides CP to bamyltransferase (ACTase) as in Saccharomyces cerevis-
each pathway. Independent gene duplication events iae (Souciet et al., 1989), or both ACTase and

dihydroorotase (DHOase) as in Dictyostelium dis-
coideum (Faure et al., 1989), Drosophila melanogaster

Abbreviations: aa, amino acid; bp, base pair(s); CP, carbamoyl phos- (Freund and Jarry, 1987), and mammals (Mori and
phate; CPSase, carbamoylphosphate synthetase; dNTP, deoxynucleo-

Tatibana, 1975; Coleman et al., 1977; Davidson andtide triphosphate; FUE, far upstream element; kb, kilobase pair(s);
Patterson, 1979). Ureotelic mammals have an arginineMr, relative molecular mass; NUE, near upstream element; ORF, open

reading frame; polyA+, polyadenylated mRNA; RPA, RNAase protec- pathway-specific CPSase I [carbon dioxide; ammonia
tion assay; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; ligase (ADP-forming, carbonate-phosphorylating); EC
SD, Shine–Delgarno; TBE, Tris–borate–EDTA; u, unit. 6.3.4.16 ] that, as a rule, is a mitochondrial constituent,* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-909-787-5911;

utilizes ammonia rather than glutamine, and is activatedfax: +1-909-787-4286.
E-mail address: bhyman@citrus.ucr.edu (B.C. Hyman) by N-acetylglutamate (NAG) (Lawson et al., 1996). A
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third type, CPSase III, which is more closely related to Bakersfield, CA), and ‘Mesilla’ (New Mexico State
CPSase I than CPSase II, has been identified in inverte- University, Las Cruces, NM) were used in this study.
brates and fish species (Anderson, 1980; Hong et al., Surface sterilized seeds were imbibed in distilled water
1994). CPSase III utilizes glutamine as the nitrogen- overnight at room temperature, rinsed, and spread on
donating substrate similar to CPSase II, but like CPSase cheese cloth saturated with a balanced salt solution in
I requires NAG for catalytic activity. CPSase III appears a glass baking dish. Seeds were germinated under ambi-
to represent an intermediate in the evolution of the ent conditions in the laboratory. After 7 days, seedlings
ancestral CPSase II to the CPSase I of ureotelic ter- were harvested and used as the source of RNA or
restrial vertebrates (Hong et al., 1994). Based solely on transferred to 1 l pots containing a standard soil mix.
enzymatic studies, vascular plants are generally consid-
ered to have only a single CPSase II (Ong and Jackson, 2.2. Identification and isolation of alfalfa CPSase genes
1972; Jacques and Sung, 1981; Doremus and Jagendorf,
1987). This stands in contrast to other eukaryotes, even A M. sativa (cv. Chief ) genomic DNA fragment
those as simple as S. cerevisiae and D. discoideum, and library was constructed in the bacteriophage EMBL3
to some prokaryotes, including the eubacteria (e.g. vector (provided by Ann Hirsch, UCLA). Plaque
Bacillus subtilis). Is it that investigations of enzyme hybridizations (Sambrook et al., 1989) were conducted
activity failed to detect a second CPSase activity in using a 5.3 kb alfalfa cDNA fragment 32P-labeled in
plants because the plant arginine pathway-specific vitro by random priming (Prime-It II, Stratagene, La
CPSase is also a glutamine-hydrolyzing CPSase II as in Jolla, CA) known to complement an E. coli carAB−
B. subtilis and the lower eukaryotes S. cerevisiae or N. mutation (Hyman, unpublished results). Transfer
crassa? Alternatively, did evolutionary events result in hybridization procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989) were
plants utilizing a strategy different from that of other used to identify CPSase-containing EcoR1 subfragments
eukaryotes and like that of proteobacteria? of candidate genomic clones using the same probe.

The possibility of a second plant CPSase (mito- Putative CPSase subfragments were subcloned into
chondrial, arginine-specific) has been proposed EcoR1-digested pBluescript II SK(+) (Stratagene, La
(Ludwig, 1991). Employing polyclonal antiserum raised Jolla, CA) vector DNA.
against purified N. crassa CPSase-A (arginine pathway-
specific CPSase large subunit), protein transfer analyses

2.3. Nucleotide sequencing and sequence analysis
revealed cross-reactive polypeptides from cauliflower,
tomato, rice, pea, and maize and a single mitochondrial

Nucleotide sequencing was conducted using eitherprotein from N. crassa (Ludwig, 1991). This report of
the Sequenase ver. 2.0 DNA sequencing kit (Amershama second plant CPSase awaits confirmation. Only one
Pharmacia Biotech, Inc., Piscataway, NJ) or by PCRgene for each subunit of a single bacterial-like CPSase
using the OmniBase@ DNA sequencing systemhas been registered for a plant species in GenBank
(Promega, Madison, WI). Initial sequence alignments(Arabidopsis thaliana, accession nos. U40341, U73175;
of predicted CPS aa sequences were performed in ClustalWilliamson et al., 1996; Brandenburg et al., 1998).
X (Jeanmougin et al., 1998) and imported intoThere are currently over 20 complete CPSase gene
MacClade (Maddison and Maddison, 1991). The centralsequences, including that of an Archaeon, available for
amidotransferase domain, corresponding to aa residuesphylogenetic analysis. Given the fundamental importance
38 to 367 of E. coli carA and the synthetase domainof pyrimidine nucleotide and arginine metabolism to all
corresponding to residues 11 to 916 of E. coli carBliving organisms, we and others (Lawson et al., 1996;
(Lawson et al., 1996) were used for phylogenetic analy-van den Hoff et al., 1995) view the lack of knowledge
sis. The two domains were merged and exported as aregarding the number of functional CPSases in plants as
single sequence into MEGA for neighbor-joining analy-a startling omission. Towards resolution of this limitation,
sis. Substitutions per site were estimated assuming awe initiated a study to determine the number and types
gamma distribution with parameter (a)=2. Reliabilityof CPSase(s) encoded in alfalfa (Medicago sativa), a plant
of internal branches was tested using 1000 bootstrapof economic importance with a complex, autotetraploid
replications of the data set (Felsenstein, 1985).genome. Here we report the first, to our knowledge,

description of plant CPSase genes.
2.4. Alfalfa DNA and RNA preparation

Total genomic DNA was isolated from developing2. Materials and methods
leaves harvested from mature plants using the procedure
of Saghai-Maroof et al. (1984). Total RNA from 7 day2.1. Plant material
old seedlings or developing leaves from mature plants
was isolated using RNeasy@ Plant Total RNA kitSeeds of M. sativa L., ‘Saranac’ ( USDA-ARS,

Beltsville, MD), ‘Chief ’ ( W-L Research, Inc., (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). PolyA+ mRNA was purified
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from total RNA using a magnetic bead procedure is composed of two ORFs (Fig. 1) separated by a 97 bp
(DYNAL, Lake Success, NY ). non-coding intergenic sequence (Fig. 2) that does not

share similarity in nucleotide sequence with other known
CPSase intergenic regions. The ORF positioned 5∞ to2.5. Transfer hybridization and RPA
the intergenic sequence contains 1212 nucleotides and
encodes a putative 403 aa peptide with a predicted MrGenomic DNA was digested with restriction enzymes
of 43.4 kd (Fig. 1). This aa sequence shares significantfollowing manufacturer’s recommendations. After frac-
sequence similarity to proteobacterial CPSase carAtionation on 0.8% TBE-buffered agarose gels (Sambrook
coding sequences known to encode glutamine amido-et al., 1989), DNA was blotted onto Hybond-N+ nylon
transferase enzymatic activity (Fig. 1). For example, themembranes (Amersham). Hybridization was performed

using the ExpressHyb kit (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). predicted carA protein reveals a 67% amino acid identity
Hybridization signals were detected via autoradiography with the E. coli carA peptide. A 3216 ORF residing 3∞
using Kodak BioMax X-ray film for 2–5 days, enhanced to the intergenic region is positioned as a +2 frameshift
at −80°C with an intensifying screen. Hybridization relative to the carA sequence (Fig. 2), encodes a putative
probes were generated by the Prime-It II@ random 1072 aa polypeptide (predicted Mr=117.6 kd), and
priming kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). RNA transfer shares 72% amino acid sequence similarity to the E. coli
hybridization procedures were performed in a similar carB protein, the synthetase activity of CPSase (Fig. 1).
fashion on denaturing agarose gels (Sambrook et al., Inspection of the predicted alfalfa carA and carB
1989). Ribonuclease protection assays were conducted polypeptides reveals features characteristic of a CPSase
using a 121 bp EcoR1 alfalfa carB fragment (nucleotides II (the glutamine-dependent, pyrimidine pathway-
2914–3035) cloned into pBluescript II SK. Riboprobes specific enzyme). These include the presence of highly
were generated from this template using T3 or T7 RNA conserved cysteine, histidine and glutamate aa residues
polymerases and assays performed using the RPAII kit at aa positions 293, 377 and 379, respectively, within
(Ambion, Austin, TX ). the carA domain. The absence of conserved cysteines at

aa residues 908 and 918 in the downstream carB domain,
2.6. PCR and RT-PCR which are considered signatures of CPSase I and CPSase

III enzymes (Lawson et al., 1996), further supports the
PCR reactions were performed in a Perkin-Elmer 480 conclusion that the genomic p7-6 clone encodes a

thermal cycler (Norwalk, CO). For RT-PCR, first strand CPSase II gene.
cDNA was synthesized from polyA+ mRNA using the As expected, residues thought to be involved in ATP
RETROscript kit (Ambion). Second strand synthesis by binding are present in the carB synthetase domain,
PCR was conducted in a 50 ml reaction volume contain- extending from amino acids 303 to 353 and from 844
ing 1 mM CPSase-specific primers, 1 u Taq DNA poly- to 885. Moreover, there is an internal duplication of the
merase (Promega, Madison, WI), 0.2 mm dNTPs and first and second thirds of the carB domain when residues
1× RT-PCR buffer (Ambion). Amplification was car- 3 to 398 are aligned with amino acids 554 to 930
ried out for 35 cycles at 95°C for 1 min, 54°C for 1 min, (Fig. 3). This alignment reveals that 36% of the amino
and 72°C for 1.5 min. acid residues are identical, a value similar to that deter-

mined for carB internal duplications within CPSase
genes from other organisms including yeast (28%;

3. Results and discussion Souciet et al., 1989) and E. coli (39%; Nyunoya and
Lusty, 1983). Although this duplication is thought to

3.1. Identification and sequence analysis of a M. sativa be ancient, having preceded the divergence of bacteria,
CPSase gene the Archaea, and eukaryotes, we provide the first evi-

dence that such a duplication is also present in the
plant lineage.An alfalfa genomic DNA library was screened by

plaque hybridization using a 5.3 kb alfalfa partial cDNA The overall sequence organization of this M. sativa
CPSase gene is highly reminiscent of proteobacterialfragment known to complement an E. coli carAB−

mutation. Cloned alfalfa genomic DNA fragments pre- CPSase gene architecture. For example, the E. coli carA–
carB gene cluster encodes amidotransferase and synthe-sent in pEMBL-3 vectors were rescued from five plaques

generating a positive hybridization signal. Internal tase genes separated by a 17 bp intergenic spacer (Fig. 2)
which places the downstream carB (synthetase domain)EcoR1 restriction fragments hybridizing to the same

cDNA probe were subcloned into the E. coli plasmid in a translational reading frame different from that of
the upstream carA coding sequence. The sequence organ-vector pBlueScript II KS for subsequent analysis.

A contiguous nucleotide sequence representing ization of this M. sativa CPSase gene found within p7-6,
coupled with the high degree of nucleotide sequence5331 bp from one alfalfa genomic fragment (termed

p7-6) encompassed a complete CPSase coding region similarity when aligned with proteobacterial CPSases,
raised the possibility that we had inadvertently cloned(GenBank accession no. AF191301). The CPSase gene
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Fig. 1. Multiple sequence alignment of CPSase II proteins. Conserved amino acid residues in the carA polypeptide that define CPSase type II
enzymes are in bold upper case letters; positions that would be occupied by cysteines in the carB protein that define CPSase type I and III enzymes
are in italicized bold lower case letters. Long underlines indicate conserved ATP binding domains. Asterisks denote amino acid identity among all
taxa; colon and period identify conservative substitutions. Numbers below alignments define critical aa residues for alfalfa CPAII, beginning with
the translational start methionine. The aligned sequences represent members of the alfalfa CPAII clade presented in Fig. 3. M. s. (M. sativa); E. c.
(E. coli); P. a. (P. aeruginosa); N. g. (N. gonorrhoeae); A. t. (A. thaliana); S. spp. (Synechocystis spp.); B. s. (B. subtilis); B. c. (B. caldolyticus). See
legend to Fig. 5 for additional taxonomic descriptions.
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Fig. 1. (continued )

a CPSase gene derived from a prokaryotic contaminant. undertook a detailed inspection of the alfalfa sequence
for appropriately placed proteobacterial translation sig-However, 731 bp of sequence information 3∞ to the

putative carB translational stop codon and 71 bp of nals. In E. coli, independent SD sequences are required
for translation of each peptide to form a heterodimericavailable genomic sequence 5∞ to the carA start codon

do not share significant sequence similarity to any entry CPSase. Exact or near matches to the prokaryotic
AGGAGG ribosome binding site were not observed inin GenBank. To address this concern further, we
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Fig. 3. Identification of the ancient duplication within the alfalfa CPAII carB coding region. Lipman–Pearson protein alignment was performed
by aligning the 396 aa N-terminal portion of the carB polypeptide (aa 3 to 398) with the 377 residue C-terminal ‘half ’ of the carB protein (aa 554–
930). Vertical lines denote amino acid identities; colons or periods denote conservative replacement substitutions.

relevant locations upstream of either putative methio- elements including a U/G-rich far upstream element
(FUE), a NUE, and one or more (C/U )Anine start codons, further suggesting that our CPSase

clone was not of proteobacterial origin. We have termed cleavage/polyadenylation sites residing 11 to 30 nucleo-
tides 3∞ to the NUE. Such a set of elements can bethis M. sativa CPSase coding sequence CPAII.
found downstream of the carB coding sequence (Fig. 4).
A U/G-rich FUE-like element occupies positions 4769–3.2. Gene expression
4775, followed by a NUE consensus sequence
AAUGAAA beginning at nucleotide 4790, and thenGiven the requirement for high levels of CPSase II

expression in rapidly growing tissues, which include flanked by cleavage sites 8, 17, 24 and 29 nucleotides
downstream from this NUE. The presence of an appro-developing leaves and seedlings, we next examined

CPAII mRNA levels in 7 day old seedlings. Using priately positioned, complete collection of plant mRNA
3∞ end processing signals further argues against theconvergently-oriented primers that target nucleotide res-

idues 720–734 and 1373–1398 present in the genomic artifactual cloning of a proteobacterial CPSase gene.
In support of our conclusion that the CPAII gene issequence, a 668 bp product that encompasses the

C-terminal 188 codons of carA, the 97 bp intergenic not the primary supplier of CPSase to developing seed-
lings, it is unlikely that the low abundance CPAIIregion, and the first three codons of carB, was success-

fully amplified using RT-PCR from 7 day old seedling mRNA is efficiently translated. The putative carA and
carB translational start codons (positions 1 and 1310,polyA+ mRNA populations. We infer from this result

that CPAII is transcribed as a polycistronic mRNA. respectively) are not flanked by nucleotides generally
considered in a consensus context for dicots (Joshi et al.,The identity of this cDNA as a CPAII transcript was

confirmed by DNA sequencing. However, we were 1997). Interestingly, the Arabidopsis carA cDNA
sequence registered in GenBank does not appear to beunable to detect CPAII mRNA in the same mRNA

preparations using the less-sensitive RPA assay, suggest- expressed in leaves (Brandenburg et al., 1998). Similarly,
expression of a putative Alnus carA gene identified in aing that CPAII is not the primary supplier of CPSase

to developing seedlings. We do not yet understand the root nodule cDNA preparation was low to undetectable
in other tissues (Lundquist et al., 1996).reason for the low level of CPAII transcription. With

only 71 bp of available genomic sequence upstream of We propose that plants must contain additional
CPSase genes that are likely expressed in a tissue specificthe carA coding domain, it is not yet possible to identify

elements responsible for transcriptional control. Within fashion. Preliminary evidence indicates that CPAII is
one member of a small alfalfa CPSase gene family. Wethe 3∞ untranslated sequence downstream to the putative

translational stop codon for carB (Fig. 4), two exact have obtained partial nucleotide sequences from two
additional, independently cloned Medicago genomic seg-matches to consensus plant poly(A) signals, termed near

upstream elements NUE(s) (Rothnie, 1996) are ments (Fig. 2). These alfalfa genomic clones exhibit two
different types of CPSase coding sequence architectures.observed. One is an AAUAAA box at position 4594,

five nucleotides downstream from the carB termination One (p22-2) contains adjacent, frameshifted carA and
carB genes separated by a 17 bp intergenic region remi-codon. Moreover, plant poly(A) signals are typically

modular (Wu et al., 1995), and are composed of multiple niscent of alfalfa CPAII. The genomic segment encoded
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Fig. 4. Nucleotide sequence downstream of the carB coding sequence in alfalfa CPAII. Boxed sequences represent plant mRNA 3∞ processing
signals (see text for details).

Fig. 5. Phylogenetic neighbor-joining distance tree of complete (merged carA and carB) CPS protein sequences. Confidence levels are given on each
branch. Scale bar, branch length of 0.01 substitutions per position following gamma distance corrections for site variation of aa substitution rate.
Sequences employed with accession nos. include: M. auratus (hamster, P08955); human (D78586/D90282), S. acanthias (shark, U18868/L31362);
C. elegans (nematode, Z54284); D. discoidium (slime mold, X55433); S. cerevisiae (baker’s yeast, M27174/K01178/K02132); R. norvegicus (rat,
M11710); S. solfataricus (archaeon, U33768); B. subtilis (eubacteria, Z26919/M59757); B. caldolyticus (eubacteria, X73308); A. thaliana (plant,
U40341/ U73175); Synechocystis spp. (cyanobacteria, D64002); N. gonorrhoeae (proteobacteria, U11295); E. coli (proteobacteria, J01597); P.
aeruginosa (proteobacteria, U81259).

by p5-3 is organized as overlapping carA and carB specified by p22-2 and p5-3 (Fig. 2) to that of bona fide
bacterial operons. At present there are no known oper-reading frames; the carA TAA stop codon resides just

downstream from the carB AUG translational start ons in the plant nuclear genome, but recent research
regarding specific plant gene clusters has provided evi-triplet. This overlapping organization is similar to

CPSase gene structure found in some eubacteria dence reminiscent of operons (Frey et al., 1995, 1997).
Moreover, the genomes of the mitochondrion and chlo-(Lawson et al., 1996). These two alfalfa genes also

appear to encode CPSase type II enzymes based on the roplast are replete with operons (Gillham, 1994). Thus,
the carAB genes of the alfalfa CPSase gene familypresence of highly conserved cysteine, histidine and

glutamate residues in the carA region and the absence reported here are consistent with linked gene organiza-
tions documented in both plant nuclear and organellarin the carB domain of cysteines that typify CPSase I

and III enzymes (data not presented). One clone (p22-2) genomes.
is capable of generating a robust signal when used as a
hybridization probe to filter-immobilized total root and 3.4. Phylogenetic considerations
leaf RNA (Potenza, unpublished results), and may
represent the gene that is the primary source of CPSase Computer-assisted translations of the carA and carB

domains of CPAII were aligned at the amino acid levelwithin alfalfa root and leaf tissue. It is tempting to
compare the organization of CPAII and the CPSases with CPSase peptides representing a wide range of taxa.
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Fig. 5 depicts a neighbor-joining distance analysis from sativa complicates resolving the question at the level of
the plant genome as to whether plants have only onealigned aa sequences for these domains, after removing

taxon-specific N- and C-terminal residues (Lawson et al., CPSase enzyme or pyrimidine and arginine pathway
CPSase-specific enzymes.1996). M. sativa carA and carB CPSase domains cluster

with a well-supported clade composed of CPSase poly- The greater similarity between plant and bacterial
genes relative to affinities between plant and otherpeptides representing the proteo- and eubacteria and to

the exclusion of CPSases from the Archaea and all other eukaryotic sequences is not surprising. Reports of plant
genes that are highly homologous to bacterial genes areeukaryotic sources tested. The alfalfa CPAII gene reveals

a functional organization reminiscent of CPSase genes increasing (Pear et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 1999).
Specifically, the Arabidopsis carA gene contains putativefrom proteobacteria, namely carA and carB coding

domains separated by an intergenic region. Therefore, upstream regulatory elements characteristic of the E.
coli carAB operon promoter region (Slocum, 1999).within the bacterial clade, positioning of Medicago

CPAII within the proteobacteria was anticipated. Importantly, characterization of plant genes that speci-
fically encode enzymes involved in pyrimidine metabo-Equivalent distance results were also achieved with

heuristic searches using either minimum evolution or lism reveal sequence affinities that are more similar to
prokaryotic sequences than they are to cognate eukaryo-maximum parsimony methods (data not presented).

As with M. sativa CPSase, Arabidopsis carA and carB tic coding regions ( Kafer and Thornburg, 1999).
Whether this was the state of evolution when plantssequences also cluster within the same clade that com-

prises the proteo- and eubacterial CPSase genes. branched off from the eukaryotes ( Kafer and
Thornburg, 1999) or represents the results of inter-Neighbor-joining analysis indicates an affinity between

the Arabidopsis and Synechocystis (cyanobacteria) kingdom DNA transfer (Zambryski, 1992; Katz, 1998)
is unknown at present. Resolving the questions of theCPSase sequences. In Synechocystis, the carA and carB

sequences are unlinked in the genome ( Kaneko et al., numbers and types of functional CPSases in plants, and
the association of CPSase genes with nuclear or organel-1996). Using information made available from the

Arabidopsis genome sequencing initiative, we suggest lar genomes, should contribute towards addressing these
alternatives.that the carA and carB coding sequences are also

unlinked in the A. thaliana genome. BLASTN searches
localize the carA gene to nucleotides 56122–56352 within
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